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: Deflection Estimation Using Birefringence

Deflection Estimation Using Birefringence
ABSTRACT
This disclosure describes techniques for deflection estimation for a protective cover in a
wearable device such as an augmented reality (AR) headset. Per techniques of this disclosure, the
birefringent property of a coverglass under stress is utilized to estimate coverglass
deformation/deflection. The coverglass includes two polarization layers, applied to the outer and
inner sides of the coverglass, that act as orthogonal polarizers. An image sensor is placed
adjacent to the inner surface of the coverglass, and is optionally attached to the coverglass using
an adhesive with a refractive index matched to that of the coverglass material. Polarized light
emerging from the outer polarization layer propagates through the coverglass and is split into an
ordinary ray and an extraordinary ray due to the different effective refractive indices of the
birefringent material. The two rays pass through the inner polarization later which is effective to
polarize incident light along a plane orthogonal to the first polarization layer. The segregated
(isolated) emergent ray is detected by the image sensor. Coverglass deflection is determined
based on measured optical properties of the segregated ray by use of prior calibration and/or
network training.
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BACKGROUND
Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) wearables such as glasses, headsets,
etc. typically utilize optical properties of incident light on the glasses to determine orientation,
positional inside out tracking, etc. The glasses typically include image sensors that detect
incident light waves and generate signal(s) based on the detected light. The glasses also include a
protective cover (coverglass) that is commonly made of a plastic material, e.g. a polycarbonate.
During use, the coverglass can undergo deformation (deflection), thereby affecting its optical
properties which in turn can lead to errors in downstream computations based on the optical
properties, if the deformation(s) are not accounted for. Accurate measurement of the coverglass
deflection can enable accurate computations, e.g., of the orientation of the wearable device.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes techniques for estimation of deflection of a protective cover
(coverglass) in eyewear, such as AR or VR headsets. Per techniques of this disclosure, the
birefringent property of a material under stress (e.g., material that is used to make the coverglass)
is utilized to estimate coverglass deformation/deflection. Birefringent materials exhibit the
phenomenon of double refraction whereby a ray of light, when incident upon the birefringent
material, is split into two rays taking different paths.
Per techniques of this disclosure, the birefringence property of the coverglass material is
utilized to provide a signal that is based on the coverglass deflection. The signal is sensed
(detected) using cameras that are included in the headset, e.g. for inside out positional tracking.
The coverglass deflection is estimated using the detected signals based on the detected patterns
using network training, e.g., by using a machine learning model that is trained based on known
deflections and corresponding signals.
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Fig. 1: Axial approach: two orthogonal polarization layers utilized to segregate
birefringent components
Fig. 1 depicts an example protective of a AR/VR headset with a cover (coverglass), that
is constructed per the techniques of this disclosure. In this illustrative example, axially traveling
light received at an image sensor is utilized to estimate coverglass deflection. As seen in Fig. 1,
the source is ambient light.
As depicted on the left-hand side of Fig. 1, the coverglass includes a linear polarization
layer-1 (shown in red) and a linear polarization layer-2 (shown in green), applied to the outer and
inner sides of the coverglass respectively. The linear polarization layers cause polarization in
orthogonal directions. The layers can be coated onto the coverglass, e.g., using standard material
coating techniques. Optionally, a window is provided in the linear polarization layer-2 such that
some of the incident light travels through only a single polarizing layer (linear polarization layer1).
An image sensor is placed adjacent to the inner surface (towards the wearer) of the
coverglass. The image sensor is optionally attached to the coverglass using an adhesive with a
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refractive index matched to that of the coverglass material. The image sensor is a traditional
camera.
The right-hand side of Fig. 1 depicts a schematic that illustrates propagation of incident
light through the coverglass. As ambient light propagates through the linear polarization layer-1,
it undergoes polarization and polarized light emerges from the linear polarization layer-1. The
polarized light then propagates through the coverglass. As described earlier, the coverglass under
stress is a birefringent material and splits the polarized light ray into two sets of rays, an ordinary
ray and an extraordinary ray, due to the different effective refractive indices exhibited by the
birefringent material.
The two sets of rays then pass through the linear polarization layer-2, which is effective
to polarize incident light along a plane (direction) orthogonal to the polarization caused by the
linear polarization layer-1. The ordinary ray is completely blocked since it only has components
that are completely orthogonal to the polarizing plane, and only the extraordinary ray emerges
from the linear polarization layer-2. The segregated (isolated) emergent ray is detected by the
image sensor.
Based on the segregated ray received at the image sensor, coverglass deflection is
determined based on measured optical properties of the segregated ray. As described earlier,
based on prior calibrated measurements and/or network training, coverglass deflection is
estimated. The estimated coverglass deflection is provided to a calibration model to perform
calibration for cameras. In this manner, the coverglass which acts as an optical element is
accounted for when calibrating the camera.
A window provided in linear polarization layer-2 enables ambient light to be detected at
the image sensor that has traveled through only a single polarization layer (linear polarization
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layer-1), and is hence not blocked out completely, thereby enabling the primary functionality of
the image sensor.

Fig. 2: Waveguide guided light based deflection estimation
Fig. 2 depicts another example of coverglass deflection estimation, per techniques of this
disclosure. In this illustrative example, the deflection estimation is based on waveguide guided
light received at an image sensor. This design is easy to manufacture, as the coatings are limited
to end surfaces, rather than the entire surface of the coverglass.
As depicted in Fig. 2, light sources, e.g., LED lights are placed towards the edge (end
surfaces) of the coverglass. A linear polarization layer-1 is coated onto the edge surface(s), and a
linear polarization layer-2 is coated onto a portion of a curved inner surface portion of the
coverglass, as shown. A window can be provided in the coating that enables ambient light to
reach the image sensor without traveling through any polarization layers.
In this design, the coverglass acts as a waveguide, and light from the light source(s) is
guided onto the image sensor. During its propagation, the light travels through two orthogonally
placed polarizing layers. Due to the birefringent property of the coverglass, as described earlier,
only an extraordinary ray component of the incident light travels via the waveguide since other
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components are blocked by the orthogonally polarizing layers. The segregated extraordinary ray
is utilized to estimate the deflection of the coverglass, similar to the techniques described above.
In the illustration of Fig. 2, polarization layer-2 is designed with a window in the coated inner
layer. In this design, a portion of the ambient light travels unmodified by any polarizing layer to
the image sensor.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes techniques for deflection estimation for a protective cover in a
wearable device such as an AR headset. Per techniques of this disclosure, the birefringent
property of a coverglass under stress is utilized to estimate coverglass deformation/deflection.
The coverglass includes two polarization layers, applied to the outer and inner sides of the
coverglass, that act as orthogonal polarizers. An image sensor is placed adjacent to the inner
surface of the coverglass, and is optionally attached to the coverglass using an adhesive with a
refractive index matched to that of the coverglass material. Polarized light emerging from the
outer polarization layer propagates through the coverglass and is split into an ordinary ray and an
extraordinary ray due to the different effective refractive indices of the birefringent material. The
two rays pass through the inner polarization later which is effective to polarize incident light
along a plane orthogonal to the first polarization layer. The segregated (isolated) emergent ray is
detected by the image sensor. Coverglass deflection is determined based on measured optical
properties of the segregated ray by use of prior calibration and/or network training.
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